
Prescription hearing aids are medical devices that can be purchased through a hearing professional (audiologist, hearing
aid specialist, or ENT). While over the counter options exist, it is recommended to see a specialist to achieve the best
possible fit for your individual needs.  Hearing aids, like any other medical device, should be carefully considered before
making a treatment selection. Some things to consider helping you find the device that is right for your hearing and
lifestyle needs.

1.) Get your hearing tested.
2.) Knowing the types of treatment.
3.) Your desires and priorities.
4.) Trial Periods.
5.) Battery Usage and rechargeables.
6.) Features and Tech.
7.) Support after your purchase.
8). Cost.

At Mid-America Hearing Center, we will do our best to provide accurate hearing evaluations and assist you in every way
in selecting the hearing instrument that works best for you.  Call today to schedule an appointment (417) 466-7196  or visit
us online at www.MidAmericaHearing.com for styles and options available to you.

      Hearing Loss Is     
   More Common   
 Than Vision Loss

It’s a tough world out there, and even tougher when your hearing starts to go. At Mid-America Hearing Center, we won’t
let hearing loss hold you back. Good hearing is critical:  From getting the job done, to getting home safely and being
there for the people who count on you, we know what’s at stake. That’s why we work hard to provide proven hearing
technology in the most reliable way. We understand what reliability means in real life, and make practical, easy-to-use
products you can count on.  For more information, visit us online at www.MidAmericaHearing.com.
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What To Consider When Looking For a Hearing Aid
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Hearing Better is Possible

Our latest most advanced hearing aids use proven technology to automatically recognize and adapt to more hearing
situations than ever. This ensures users automatically hear speech clearer and get the most reliable impression of their
environment. Our hearing aids are designed to be durable, practical and easy-to-use, so you can rely on them in any
situation.  Some of these cutting-edge features include:

www.MidAmericaHearing.com

High Resolution SoundPro 
Motion Sensor 
My Voice

Streaming 
Smart Phone App 
Rechargeable 

Worry Free Lifestyle With 3-year Warranty 
60 Day Risk Free Trial on Most Hearing Aids
Premium Noise and Wind Reduction

Today's hearing aids analyze hearing situations solely on
acoustic criteria, then classify them into a small range of
predefined “acoustic environments”. But when people rely on
their senses to keep them safe and sound, hearing clearly in
every situation is a must; especially when they're on the job and
moving through the day, where environments can change
quickly. 

49% of people experience hearing loss by age 39. MidAmericaHearing.com
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